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16. Abstract
The land use of the Phoenix (1:250,000 scale) Quadrangle in Arizona
had been mapped previously from aerial photqgraphs and recorded in a com-
puter data bank. During the ERTS experiment, changes in land use were
detected, first with the ERTS-simulation photographs, t en with the ERTS-1
images when they became available. In each case, the I S Color Additive
Viewer was used as the primary image enhancement tool, operated in a
multi-spectral mode. A search was made for a method of creating hard-
copy color composite images of the best com inations of multiband com-
posites from ERTS, mostly by photographic and diazo processes. The I S
viewer was also used to enhance changes between successive images by
"quick flip" techniques orby registering with different color filters.
Improved interpretation of land use change #esulted, and a'map of changes
in the Phoenix Quadrangle was compiled using magnified ERTS images alone.
The first level of a standard land use classification system was success-
-fully used. Between the ERTS images for August and November, some
differences were detected that could be caused by seasonal characteristics
of vegetation or by change in use. After v rification of change, the
computer data bank will be updated. l
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Statement and explanation of any impe ance:
ERTS images showing south central Ari ona were not received
until about October 1, 1972. Only one MSS band 7 image has
yet been received. Copies of color transparencies are being
ordered retrospectively from NASA Goddard by special order
form. No cloud-free sets (MSS bands d,5,6, and 7) have yet
been received showing most of the Pho nix (Arizona) Quadrangle
test site in one view, although partial sets have been received.
Accomplishments during the reporting Period and those planned
for the next period:
?Experiments have been conducted using ERTS-simulation photo-
graphs of Phoenix mounted in an I2S Cqlor Additive Viewer.
Different intensities of light have b en tried in each of the
ERTS wave length bands in order to determine the optimum
enhancement setting for interpreting ifferent types :of land
use. A hand-drawn map has been compiled showing changes in
land use within the Phoenix 1:250,000 scale quadrangle detected
in the ERTS-simulation photographs.
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A 9.5 inch false-color composite transparency has been
prepared from 9.5 inch MSS band 4, 5, and 6 imagery by
photographic methods which covers nost of the test site.
A second 9.5 inch false-color composite covering virtually
the same land area as the composite, previously mentioned
has been prepared from 9.5 inch MSS band 4, 5, and 7 imagery
by diazo copying methods. Diazo collor film transparencies
have been prepared from each MSS band (yellow from band 4,
magenta from band 5, and cyan from band 7) and registered
to create a false-color composite. Examination of' 9.5 inch
false-color composites prepared by both the photographic
and the diazo process has shown them
interpretive value in many cases. D
may be:prepared quickly and at a cos
of magnitude less than photographica
color composites. A 35mm false colo
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During the next two months, the black and white 9.5 inch
transparencies will be tested on other image enhancing
equipment, e.g., color or density sl!icing. Aircraft photo-
graphy will eventually be used to check the accuracy of
the interpretations from ERTS imagery.
Scientific results and practical applications:
Experimentation with multiband ERTS- imulation photographs
in an I2S Color Additive Viewer has indicated that high
intensities of light in the infrared band greatly enhance
"'1 ,
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Examination of MSS imagery obtained pver a three month
period has indicated that seasonal changes affect accurate
detection of agricultural land use change. Experimentation
with 9.5 inch color composite transp rencies produced by
photographic and diazo processes and
transparencies produced by photograph
screen are of comparable interpretive
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Recommendations for improvement:
It would be advantageous to send out 1ll four bands of ERTS
MSS imagery to those principal investigators requiring
color infrared composites for their wcrk. Although the
9.5 inch transparencies definitely are useful, some distri-
bution of the 70mm images might help 11so in allowing a
broad overview in the Color Additive iewerso
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